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Itinerary : Days 1-5

Day 1
 
Friday 2nd October 
 
Travel to Kajaani airport in Finland where we will pick 
our hire van for the 3 hour transfer to our first base of the 
trip. (We will send out the flight recommendations nearer 
the time).  
 
Days 2 - 3 
 
Saturday 3rd to Sunday 4th October 
 
We will have the mornings to explore the general taiga 
forest and photograph small forest birds at a feeding 
station at our base before we head to the purpose built 
hides for the afternoon and evenings with brown bear 
being our target for this first part of the trip. The bears will 
be busy piling on the last pounds possible at this time of 
year and so we will look to be photographing them in the 
beautiful pallet of colours that the brief Finnish autumn 
has to offer. We leave the hides at dusk and back to our 
base for an evening meal.
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Days 4 - 5
 
Monday 5th to Tuesday 6th October 
 
We leave in the morning to transfer to a new base for the 
next 2 nights. Wolves are our main target at this location 
and our local Finnish guide has been feeding them for 
over thirty years. During the autumnal months they can 
usually be fairly reliable but we are talking about wild 
wolves and they can be so unpredictable. You may also 
get the chance to further photograph brown bears at this 
location. We will head to the hides each afternoon to 
spend the whole evening/night in the hides. Different 
hides offer different opportunities and settings so there 
will be scope for variety to your images. One set of hides 
overlook a forest clearing and the others look out over a 
boreal pond. You will spend 12-13 hours in these hides 
and so you have to be prepared for this. There is room to 
lie down and sleep though in the hides.



Itinerary : Days 6-10

Days 6 - 7 
 
Wednesday 7th to Thursday 8th October 
 
A change of emphasis for these next two nights as we 
move to a forest based set of hides to focus on wolverine 
as our main target species. We will be transferring during 
the morning to a new base camp which will take around 
two/three hours’ drive. Our base for the next two nights 
is a rustic hunting lodge. We will spend the whole 
afternoon/evening in the hides which takes two people in 
each hide. The last time I visited there was a lot of activity 
as a female was visiting with her two cubs and there was 
also a large male visiting too. In our opinion this is the 
best place to see and photograph these shy and powerful 
animals.
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Days 8 - 9 
 
Friday 9th to Saturday 10th October  
 
We will then be transferring back to our previous base 
for more opportunities to photograph wolves. Again we 
will be spending the whole evening/night in the hides 
photographing these beautiful predators set amongst the 
autumnal taiga forests. 
 
Day 10 
 
Sunday 11th October  
 
After breakfast we will travel to Kajaani airport for our 
flights home.



Additional info
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Things to bring  
Our accommodation is clean and comfortable with 
all bedding and towels provided so you simply need 
to bring yourself. Sleeping bags are provided but we 
recommend you bring your own for this trip as the 
ones in the hides are quite old and some of them are 
broken.  If you have any special dietary requirements 
– please let me know if there’s anything you can’t/
won’t eat in advance.  In terms of clothing you’ll 
obviously need plenty of warm and weather proof 
clothing. The vast majority of your time will be in the 
hides but the weather is unpredictable in Northern 
Finland and it could be cold. You won’t need serious 
arctic gear for this trip but the following are very much 
recommended - a good pair of strong waterproof 
walking boots, good waterproof over trousers. For the 
top half it’s very much a question of having several 
layers – like a thermal type vest, t-shirt, thin jumper, 
fleece and then a waterproof coat with a spare jumper 
or 2 at hand as well, dependent on how the night goes 
- you’ll know your own cold thresholds but it really is 
a question of building it up in layers. A good hat and 
some fingerless mittens/gloves are ideal; sleeping bags 
are provided in the hides and at quite times you can 
snatch a couple of hours sleep. In the hides there are 
sleeping bags provided but they are not the best so if 
you have the space it would be a good idea to bring 
your own. We are provided with coffee and sandwiches 
but you may want to take along chocolate bars or 
biscuits to nibble on through the long night because 
you are in the hides for 14 hours. Once you are in the 
hides there is no going out to the toilet so be prepared 
to use a small chemical toilet. The weather is difficult 
to predict at this time of the year it could be cold with 
temperatures hovering around -5 to +5.

 
Camera equipment   

In terms of camera kit you’ll need the longest lens 
you have (300mm or 500mm + convertor would 
be my recommendation/choice) and then some 
supplementary lenses for other opportunities such 
as a 24-70mm for landscapes and definitely an 
intermediate zoom (70-200 or 100-400) so that you 
don’t miss anything. You’ll get the chance to decide 

what you want/need each evening so you won’t be 
burdening yourself with it all of the time either but the 
distances to the hides are not great. Regarding camera 
support for the hides beanbags are provided. The 
beanbags are OK but not the best, if you want to take 
your own along then you must consider your airline 
weight allowance. Tripods are not ideal in the hides 
because of the space they take up but there are superb 
devices to attach your tripod head to the shelf, so make 
sure you can detach your tripod head if you want to 
use these. Tripods though do come in handy if you 
want to work on the small bird feeding station. Bring 
plenty of compact flash cards with you as well because 
if you get a good evening you will take a lot of images. 
If you don’t have a 500mm lens it is worth exploring 
hiring one for the trip, it’s not too expensive and the 
Canon 500mm or Nikon 200-400 with converter 
are approximately £45 per day plus a 20% discount 
if booked through Natures Images. Here is a link to 
the website: http://www.theflashcentre.com/rental-
department-faq-c414.html

Useful contact information:
My contact number for the build up to and for the 
duration of the trip is: 
 
Danny: +44 (0) 7951945433
 
Please don’t hesitate to contact me even if you think it 
is a minor question, I am here to help.
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